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Excitation–Contraction Coupling

A controversial issue: Can mitochondria modulate
cytosolic calcium and contraction of skeletal
muscle fibers?
Carlo Reggiani1,2 and Lorenzo Marcucci1,3

Mitochondria are characterized by a high capacity to accumulate calcium thanks to the electrochemical gradient created by
the extrusion of protons in the respiratory chain. Thereby calcium can enter crossing the inner mitochondrial membrane via
MCU complex, a high-capacity, low-affinity transport mechanism. Calcium uptake serves numerous purposes, among them
the regulation of three dehydrogenases of the citric cycle, apoptosis via permeability transition, and, in some cell types,
modulation of cytosolic calcium transients. This Review is focused on mitochondrial calcium uptake in skeletal muscle fibers
and aims to reanalyze its functional impact. In particular, we ask whether mitochondrial calcium uptake is relevant for the
control of cytosolic calcium transients and therefore of contractile performance. Recent data suggest that this may be the
case, at least in particular conditions, as modified expression of MCU complex subunits or of proteins involved in mitochondrial
dynamics and ablation of the main cytosolic calcium buffer, parvalbumin.

Introduction
A recent paper by Brad Launikonis and coworkers (Lamboley
et al., 2021) has provided the first direct estimation of the
amount of calcium that can be stored in the mitochondria of
skeletal muscle fibers. At rest, in a mouse fast fiber, the total
mitochondrial calcium concentration corresponding to 1.2
mmoles/Lmito was found, almost 5,000 times greater than the
concentration of free Ca2+ in the matrix, 250 nmoles/Lmito.
These results point to a high buffering power of mitochondrial
matrix, in contrast with previous observations of small amount
of calcium stored in mitochondria of skeletal muscle (Fryer and
Stephenson, 1996; Lamboley et al., 2015), and raise the mito-
chondrial storing capacity (60 μmoles/Lfiber) to a level compa-
rable to the amount of calcium mobilized during contractile
activity (>300 μmoles/Lfiber; Baylor and Hollingworth, 2007;
Baylor and Hollingworth, 2012; Holash and MacIntosh, 2019).
The new determination of the storage capacity of the mito-
chondria reopens the debate as to their possible contribution to
the modulation of the cytosolic calcium transients and contrac-
tile responses in skeletal muscle fibers. However, the require-
ments to fulfill such task are not only the ability to store calcium
but also the kinetics of taking up calcium, binding it to the

buffers in the matrix and release it with a timing compatible
with the rapid release and reuptake from and to SR. The
following sections are aimed to discuss quantitatively these
points.

Here and hereinafter, the concentrations of free ionized
calcium (Ca2+) or of total calcium are expressed with ref-
erence to 1 liter of the total fiber volume (Lfiber) or of mi-
tochondrial volume (Lmito). A ratio 1:20 links the two volume
references, under the assumption that, in murine fast fi-
bers, mitochondria volume is 5% of fiber volume (see, e.g.,
Butera et al., 2021). In addition, the relation between mi-
tochondrial volume and mitochondrial proteins is based on
the proportion of 2.6 μl per 1 mg protein (Schwerzmann
et al., 1989).

Mitochondrial calcium uptake: Historic milestones
The first demonstration that mitochondria accumulate calcium
was given 60 yr ago by Deluca and Engstrom (1961) and by
Vasington and Murphy (1962). Kidney isolated mitochondria
could store in 10–20min large amount of calcium, in the order of
1–3 μmoles/mg of mitochondrial proteins. This finding appeared
immediately consistent with the chemiosmotic theory, in
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particular with the concept of an energetically favorable elec-
trochemical gradient that drives the rapid influx of cations
across the inner mitochondrial membrane (IMM). In the same
years, mitochondria were found to be able to accumulate large
amounts of inorganic phosphate (Brierley et al., 1962, Brierley
et al., 1963, cardiac muscle).

The determination of the kinetics parameters on isolated
mitochondria preparations revealed that Ca2+ uptake mecha-
nism is characterized by high capacity, cooperativity, and low
affinity (see a compilation of published values in Table 1.) The
large diversity among the parameter values might depend partly
on the diversity among tissues and partly on the experimental
conditions. Among the cytosolic factors that influence mito-
chondrial Ca2+ uptake, cytosolic free Mg2+ concentration has a
special relevance since it can strongly depress the mitochondrial
Ca2+ uptake (see Hutson et al., 1976, liver mitochondria; Favaron
and Bernardi, 1985, heart, kidney, and liver) at its physiological
level close to 1 mM (Csernoch et al., 1998). Inorganic phosphate,
in contrast, can speed up Ca2+ transport rate (Wei et al., 2012).
Importantly, a threshold for the calcium transport was discov-
ered, as data indicated that virtually no uptake occurs with Ca2+

concentrations in the reaction medium below 200–300 nM
(Brinley et al., 1978, squid axon; see also Magnus and Keizer,
1997, pancreas β cells).

Sodium in the perfusing medium was found to activate the
efflux of calcium from isolated mitochondria leading to the
identification of the sodium-calcium counter-transport as a
major way to export calcium from mitochondria (Carafoli et al.,
1974; Crompton et al., 1976). A direct proton–calcium exchange is
present only in some cell types and sodium–calcium exchange is
activated by sodium gradient created by the sodium–proton
exchange through the IMM.

The combination of a calcium uptake mechanism based on
the electrochemical gradient through the IMM and of a calcium
extrusion mechanism based on an electrogenic sodium–calcium
exchange suggested the existence of a concentration of cytosolic
calcium at which uptake and release are in balance. The balance

between in and out fluxes became the basis of the model of the
set-point, which supports a potential role of mitochondria in
regulating cytosolic Ca2+ concentration (Nicholls, 1978, liver
mitochondria). At cytosolic calcium concentrations higher than
the set-point, mitochondria work as net Ca2+ accumulators,
while net Ca2+ extrusion from mitochondria occurs when the
cytosolic Ca2+ concentration is below the set-point. However,
the set-point concentrations predicted by that balance were
relatively high, between 0.5 and 2 μM, while the first direct
determinations of resting cytosolic calcium concentrations
yielded values of about 0.1 μM in most cell types (Tsien and
Rink, 1980; Marban et al., 1980). Actually, the low level of cy-
tosolic Ca2+ concentration in quiescent cells is expected to be
determined by calcium exchanges through the plasma mem-
brane (see Friel and Tsien, 1992; Rı́os, 2010).

The discovery of the calcium-dependent dehydrogenases
revealed a specific function for mitochondrial calcium uptake.
Denton and coworkers (Denton et al., 1972; Denton et al., 1980
demonstrated that, in cardiacmitochondria, three dehydrogenases
were sensitive to calcium: pyruvate dehydrogenase, isocitrate
dehydrogenase, and 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase, reaching full
activity at 1 μM free Ca2+ concentration. Actually, the activation of
pyruvate dehydrogenase depends on the dephosphorylation of the
catalytic subunit by a Ca2+-dependent phosphatase, whereas
α-ketoglutarate and isocitrate dehydrogenases are directly acti-
vated by Ca2+ binding. On this ground, the main physiological role
of mitochondrial calcium uptake was identified in the regulation
of ATP production in relation to cytosolic calcium transients. The
mechanism was considered particularly relevant for cardiac and
skeletal muscles where the ATP production needs to be rapidly
adjusted to functional requirements.

The metabolic activation induced by calcium entry in mito-
chondria causes a not negligible side effect in the increased
generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS). In physiological
conditions, mitochondrial Ca2+ uptake contributes to ROS gen-
eration, by impinging on Krebs cycle enzymes and therefore
activating electron transport chain activity, where superoxide is

Table 1. Kinetic parameters determined in isolated mitochondrial preparations from various cell types.

reference Tissue T°C Vmax nmol/mg/min Vmax mmol/Lmito/s Affinity K0.5 μM nH Threshold nM

Bragadin et al., 1979 Liver 20 900 5.76 2

Hutson et al., 1976 Liver 25 640 4.10 3.1

Vinogradov and Scarpa, 1973 Liver 24 480–780 3.07–4.99 55–70 1.63

Reed and Bygrave, 1975 Liver 0 19 0.12 2-4 1.7

McMillin-Wood et al., 1980 Heart 30 577–1750 3.69–11.21 74–189 1

Scarpa and Graziotti, 1973 Heart 26 480–840 3.07–5.38 30–90 2

Sembrovich et al., 1985 Skelet. muscle 37 Fast: 55 0.35 0.89 2

37 Slow: 158 1.01 2.51 3.5

Brinley et al., 1978* Squid axon 17 200 1.28 200–300

The experimental data on mitochondrial calcium uptake in nmol/mg protein/minute were converted to μmol/Lmito/s using a factor Φmito � 1
60

min
s

103
2.6

mg
Lmito

�
6.41, or to μmol/Lfiber/s using a factor Φfiber � 1

60
min
s

103
2.6

mg
Lmito

0.05 Lmito
Lfiber

� 0.32, since a ratio 1:20 links the two volume references, under the assumption that, in
murine fast fibers, mitochondria volume is 5% of fiber volume (see Butera et al., 2021) and 1 mg protein corresponds to 2.6 μl of mitochondria (Schwerzmann
et al., 1989). *, intact axon preparation.
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mainly produced by complex I and complex III (Turrens, 2003;
Feno et al., 2019). Superoxide (O2

−) is produced by partial re-
duction of molecular oxygen, then hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is
formed by superoxide dismutase (SOD), and finally transformed
in water by glutathione peroxidase, peroxiredoxin, and cata-
lases. The balance between ROS production and scavenging
modulates their biological effects. Additionally, superoxide can
react with NO and generate peroxynitrite. Importantly, ROS can
modulate activity of molecules involved in calcium homeostasis.
RyR nitrosylation enhances leakage (Aracena-Parks et al., 2006;
Sun et al., 2013), thus raising cytosolic Ca2+ levels, while mito-
chondrial calcium uniporter (MCU) oxidative modifications in-
crease its permeability to calcium (Dong et al., 2017). In both
cases, positive feed-back responses are induced: more calcium
enters mitochondria and more ROS are generated (Canato et al.,
2019). An intriguing example of reciprocal ER–mitochondria
communication is the release of Ca2+ by IP3R in response to ROS-
based signals released by mitochondria during flicker activity
(Booth et al., 2021).

The discovery (Hunter et al., 1976; Crompton et al., 1987) that
in cardiac mitochondria a permeability transition of the IMM is
induced by high concentration of calcium in the matrix revealed
that another way of calcium efflux was possible, a way which is
mostly but not always irreversible. Transient changes in per-
meability of the IMM (flickering) can lead to Ca2+ release from
mitochondria when a suitable concentration gradient exists
between matrix and cytosol and thus contributes to the inner
mitochondrial Ca2+ homeostasis. In contrast, a prolonged change
in permeability constitutes a point of no return and drives the
cell towards apoptosis or necrosis, depending on the residual
intracellular ATP availability. The discovery of the link between
the permeability transition and cell death allowed the comple-
tion of a model with three major functions for mitochondrial
calcium uptake: metabolic regulation, control of cytosolic calci-
um, and cell death. This view was well validated and accepted
for liver, heart, and brain. As to cardiomyocytes, doubts were
raised whether mitochondrial calcium could follow the fast
systo-diastolic oscillations of cytosolic calcium. In contrast, the
essential contribution of mitochondria and permeability tran-
sition in ischemic myocardial injury was widely accepted and
this implied a role of mitochondrial calcium overload in car-
diomyocyte death (Miyata et al., 1991; Griffiths and Halestrap,
1995).

In the nineties, a paramount advancement was the design of
the mitochondrial matrix calcium indicators or calcium sensors,
indo1 (Miyata et al., 1991), aequorin (Rizzuto et al., 1992), and
rhod2 (Jou and Sheu, 1994). The experiments with calcium
sensors removed all possible doubts that mitochondrial cal-
cium was not able to closely follow the kinetics of cytosolic
calcium even on a short time scale. Interestingly, the design of
specifically targeted aequorin (Rizzuto et al., 1992) allowed the
detection of parallel cytosolic and mitochondrial calcium varia-
tions also in cultured myotubes (Brini et al., 1997). The genera-
tion of cameleons, i.e., calcium probes based on FRET in proteins
designed with GFP and calmodulin (Miyawaki et al., 1997) and
targeted to mitochondrial matrix allowed direct and quantitative
measurements of free mitochondrial Ca2+ (Arnaudeau et al.,

2001). In cardiomyocytes, systo-diastolic variations were de-
tected (Jaconi et al., 2000) and in intact skeletal muscle fibers
variations of free Ca2+ in the mitochondrial matrix synchronous
with the cytosolic transients were observed (Rudolf et al., 2004;
Scorzeto et al., 2013).

The correct calibration of the probes allowed reliable meas-
urements of the free Ca2+ concentration in the mitochondrial
matrix. While values between 100 and 200 nM were found in
various cell types at rest, significant discrepancy emerged in the
concentrations induced by electrical stimulation or by admin-
istration of chemical or pharmacologic compounds. Values in the
range of 500–1,500 nM were measured with Rhod 2 in as-
trocytes (Jou et al., 1996) and in chromaffine cells (Babcock et al.,
1997), in synaptic terminals with Rhod5-N (David and Barrett,
2003), in cardiomyocytes with pericam (Robert et al., 2001),
mitycam (Lu et al., 2013), cameleon (Wüst et al., 2017), and in
skeletal muscle fibers with cameleon (Scorzeto et al., 2013). In
contrast, much higher values, up to 10–80 μM, were measured
with aequorin (Rizzuto et al., 1994; Cal̀ı et al., 2012). Several
factors can contribute to such discrepancy, among them the
affinity and the kinetics of the probes, the different protocols
and conditions adopted for calibration and, possibly, also real
difference among cells see Fernandez-Sanz et al. (2019), for a
discussion. As shown by Montero et al. (2000), using aequorin
as indicator, in the same chromaffin cells distinct mitochondria
populations reaching peaks of matrix calcium above 100 μM or
limited to 1–5 μM could be detected.

While providing an unquestionable demonstration of the
synchrony between the free Ca2+ concentration changes in the
mitochondrial matrix and in the cytosol, the direct measure-
ments of mitochondrial calcium stressed the conflict with the
low affinity of the calcium transport mechanism. The conflict
was solved by the discovery of microdomains or hot spots
(Rizzuto et al., 1993). Close to the calcium release sites of the
endoplasmic reticulum, free Ca2+ reaches concentrations high
enough, in the order of tens of μM, to interact with MCU and
enter the mitochondria. Such optimal condition is only reached
where a proximity exists between the MCU and the calcium
source, virtually only for the close contact between mitochon-
dria and intracellular calcium stores (Collins et al., 2001;
Giacomello et al., 2010). The design of specific calcium probes
targeted to the outer mitochondrial membrane allowed the
measurement of concentrations of free Ca2+ up to 20–30 μM in
neonatal cardiomyocytes (Drago et al., 2012) during spontaneous
contractile activity and caffeine stimulation and up to 15–20 μM
in Hela cells during histamine stimulation (Giacomello et al.,
2010).

In the last decade, the molecular architecture of the mito-
chondrial calcium uptake complex has been clarified. Around
the pore forming unit (MCU; De Stefani et al., 2011; Baughman
et al., 2011) with its dominant negative form (MCUb; Raffaello
et al., 2013) were identified the scaffold or essential mitochon-
drial calcium uniporter regulator (EMRE; Sancak et al., 2013),
the regulatory subunit MCUR1 (Mallilankaraman et al., 2012),
and the gate keeper subunits (MICU1, Perocchi et al., 2010;
MICU2, Plovanich et al., 2013; MICU3, Patron et al., 2019). The
helix-loop-helix structural domains (EF-hand) of the MICU
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subunits act as Ca2+ sensitive regulators and determine the
threshold and the cooperative activation of the transport com-
plex (Debattisti et al., 2019). At the same time, NCLX, a member
of the Na/Ca exchanger family, was identified as the protein
forming the extrusion mechanism (Palty et al., 2010).

Mitochondria as modulators of cytosolic calcium
In a number of cell types, the uptake and release of calcium by
mitochondria is relevant to the cytosolic calcium homeostasis
and to cell functions. In presynaptic terminals, free Ca2+ con-
centration is a major determinant of neurotransmitter release
(see for a review Schneggenburger and Neher, 2005). Calcium
channels and transporters on the plasma membrane as well as
on the ER membrane modulate free Ca2+ concentration in rela-
tion to electrical activity (see for recent reviews Dolphin, 2021;
and Broussard and Petreanu, 2021). Mitochondrial uptake con-
tributes to limit the increase of cytosolic calcium and of neu-
rotransmitter release during physiological repetitive electrical
activity in presynaptic terminals of lizard motor nerves (David
et al., 1998). Consistently, the release of calcium from mito-
chondria via NCLX counteracts the decline of the post-tetanic
release of neurotransmitter in mouse neuromuscular junction
(Garćıa-Chacón et al., 2006). Likewise, astrocyte cytosolic ex-
citability was found to be enhanced whenmitochondrial calcium
uptake was inhibited (Boitier et al., 1999). A different, but not
less intriguing, role was found for the mitochondria in acinar
pancreatic cells (Tinel et al., 1999). Mitochondria, placed around
the secretory pole, take up calcium and inhibit diffusion from
the primary release sites in the granule-rich area in the apical
part of the cell to the basal part containing the nucleus. If mi-
tochondria are depolarized with CCCP (Carbonyl cyanide
m-chlorophenyl hydrazone), the mitochondrial barrier dis-
appears and a global rise in the cytosolic calcium concentration
occurs. Accordingly, in chromaffin cells, calcium uptake by
mitochondria, localized at the hotspot close to endoplasmic re-
ticulum and voltage-dependent calcium channel of the plasma
membrane, modulates local free (Ca2+) and catecholamine se-
cretion (Montero et al., 2000).

Cardiomyocytes are likely the cells with the richest wealth of
mitochondria, which cover ∼30% of the cell volume. Thus, the
question arises as to whether any flux of Ca2+ into the mito-
chondria may impact the cytosolic Ca2+ transient and therefore
cardiac contractility. The direct comparison of the cytosolic Ca2+

transients in the presence of the MCU inhibitor, Ru360, and in
control conditions showed that the amplitude was unchanged.
This demonstrated that the calcium taken up by the mitochon-
dria does not modify cytosolic calcium transients (Lu et al.,
2013). Similar conclusions based on experimental and compu-
tational analysis were reached by Boyman et al. (2014). In
contrast, a study on neonatal cardiomyocytes found that
knocking down the MCU with siRNA causes a 50% increase of
the amplitude of the cytosolic Ca2+ transient (Drago et al.,
2012). This finding would lead to the conclusion that mito-
chondria can buffer and modulate the cytosolic calcium
transient. As noted by Eisner et al. (2017), there are other
important players in calcium flux balance in cardiomyocytes.
Actually, the increased amplitude of the calcium transient

might be compensated by an increased efflux from the cell,
possibly via NCX.

Genetic ablation of MCU either with constitutive knockout
(KO; Holmström et al., 2015) or with conditional inducible KO
(Kwong et al., 2015; Luongo et al., 2015) did not result in ap-
preciable changes of cytosolic Ca2+ concentrations at rest or
during electrical stimulation of cardiomyocytes. The ability of
mitochondria to quickly take up Ca2+ was impaired, while the
activity of a still undefined slow uptake mechanism was likely
present. Importantly, the conditional inducible KO of NCLX
(Luongo et al., 2017), which was lethal in adult mice via calcium
overload and permeability transition, was tolerated when star-
ted in newborn mice and did not cause any change in cytosolic
calcium. Overexpression of NCLX (Luongo et al., 2017) increased
the rate of Ca2+ efflux from mitochondria but did not alter the
cytosolic Ca2+ levels. Thus, the presently available evidence rules
out a mitochondrial modulation of the cytosolic calcium tran-
sients in cardiomyocytes, and identifies the main physiological
role of Ca2+ uptake in metabolic ATP supply, particularly rele-
vant under stress conditions (Luongo et al., 2015, isoproterenol;
Kwong et al., 2015, isoproterenol and treadmill).

Mitochondria in skeletal muscle fibers
The remarkable development of the knowledge of the functional
relevance of mitochondrial calcium uptake only marginally
touched adult skeletal muscles. There was no doubt that mito-
chondrial calcium uptake played an essential role in the fast
activation of the citric acid cycle dehydrogenases and ATP
synthesis and, moreover, a role of calcium in permeability
transition and apoptosis was widely accepted. After some early
debate (see Carafoli et al., 1969), a contribution of the mito-
chondria to the intracellular calcium homeostasis of adult skel-
etal muscle fibers was generally excluded for two reasons: (i) the
oscillations of cytosolic calcium during the contraction–
relaxation cycles are very fast and (ii) the amounts released and
taken up by SR are large. In contrast, the initial determinations
of mitochondrial calcium uptake in skeletal muscles showed a
low uptake rate and a modest calcium storage capability (see
below). In accordance with this view, SR acquired the role of
central player in releasing to and removing calcium from the
cytosol and thus controlling the contraction via troponin bind-
ing. The discovery of the RyR-DHPR interactions in the calcium
release units (CRUs) provided a beautiful model of fine regula-
tion of Ca2+ release in relation to sarcolemma electrical activity
(Franzini-Armstrong, 1984; Block et al., 1988). An accepted view
of the intrafiber Ca2+ fluxes following a release event from SR is
illustrated in Fig. 1. The sarcolemma depolarization is followed
by a release via RyR estimated at 340–350 μmoles/Lfiber (Baylor
and Hollingworth, 2007; Baylor and Hollingworth, 2012; Holash
and MacIntosh, 2019; Rincón et al., 2021) for a twitch triggered
by a single pulse, >550 μmoles/Lfiber for a train of five pulses at
67 Hz (Baylor and Hollingworth, 2007; Baylor and Hollingworth,
2012; Rincón et al., 2021) and 1,350 μmoles/Lfiber with a 400-ms
voltage clamp at +30 mV (Manno et al., 2013). The amount
bound by troponin C fast isoformwith two calcium-binding sites
can reach 240 μmoles/Lfiber, while parvalbumin (PVA) with a
concentration of calcium binding site of 1,260 μmoles/Lfiber can
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bind more than 300 μmoles/Lfiber (Baylor and Hollingworth,
2007) and other minor cytosolic buffers as ATP can bind be-
tween 5 and 30 μmoles/Lfiber (Baylor and Hollingworth, 1998).
Then, SERCA is able to bring back to the SR all Ca2+ released.
Thus, what is left for mitochondria seems irrelevant.

An early attempt to measure the amount taken up by mito-
chondria and their contribution to relaxation was carried out by
Sembrowich and coworkers (Sembrowich et al., 1985), who
determined the kinetics and the amplitude of calcium uptake by
mitochondria isolated from slow and fast muscle fibers (see
Table 1) and reached the conclusion that mitochondria might
partially contribute to remove calcium from cytosol in slow fi-
bers, but definitely not in fast fibers. The determination of cal-
cium content and distribution in muscle fibers supported the
view that the amount stored in the mitochondria was negligible.
It is worth noting, however, that the measurements were per-
formed in static and resting conditions, likely overlooking the
calcium redistribution following a release from SR (see Fig. 1).
Fryer and Stephenson (1996) with the lysis method concluded
that mitochondria calcium content was 0.03–0.04 mmoles/Lfiber
on a total content of 1.3–1.4 mmoles/Lfiber and an SR content of >1
mmol/Lfiber. Their results were consistent with earlier meas-
urements based on electron probe microanalysis on rapidly
frozen cells that yielded a content of 1–4 mmoles/kg dry muscle
tissue for the mitochondria vs. 120 for terminal cisternae
(Somlyo and Somlyo, 1986). In agreement with those results, the
compartmental models of calcium dynamics of Cannel and Allen
(1984) and of Baylor and Hollingworth (2007) explicitly ex-
cluded the contribution of mitochondria to calcium homeostasis.
Baylor and Hollingworth (2007) specify that the transport rate
of calcium in the mitochondria is only 0.1% of the rate of calcium

release from SR (based on data of Sembrowich et al., 1985). More
recently, similar conclusions were reached by measuring
calcium content of skeletal muscle with an elegant approach
based on Ca-dependent UV absorbance spectra of the Ca2+

chelator 1,2-bis(o-aminophenoxy)ethane-N,N,N9,N9-tetraacetic
acid (Lamboley et al., 2015). However, the calcium content in
muscles lacking the major SR buffer calsequestrin was found to
be higher than expected, suggesting the presence of an alterna-
tive site of calcium accumulation. Actually, the recent determi-
nation carried out by Lamboley et al. (2021) and coworkers
showed an increased total mitochondrial calcium content in
muscle fibers with SR depletion due to calsequestrin ablation.
This result is in partial agreement with previous observations
based on mitochondria-targeted cameleon showing a higher free
Ca2+ concentration in the mitochondrial matrix of calsequestrin
KO muscle fibers (Scorzeto et al., 2013).

In the first decade of the new century, the free Ca2+ indicators
were applied also in living adult muscle fibers and opened a new
perspective, after some initial doubtful results. Lännergren et al.
(2001) using Rhod2 reported calcium accumulation in mito-
chondria during prolonged contractile activity in Xenopus fibers
but not in mouse fast flexor digitorum brevis (FDB) fibers. 2 yr
later, Bruton et al. (2003) measuring cytosolic calcium with
Indo-1 and mitochondrial calcium with Rhod2 in mouse soleus
and EDL fibers observed, after fatiguing stimulation, an increase
of mitochondrial matrix calcium in bothmuscles. The absence of
mitochondrial calcium uptake during tetanic stimulation was
confirmed on FDB fibers loaded with Rhod2 (Aydin et al., 2009).
In contrast, cameleon probes targeted to mitochondria produced
clear-cut evidence of transient increases of mitochondrial Ca2+

concentration in electrically stimulated murine muscles with

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the Ca2+ fluxes during excitation–contraction coupling in mammalian fast skeletal muscle fibers. Depolari-
zation of the transverse tubule triggers Ca2+ release from the SR via the contact between DHPR and RYR. The rise in myoplasmic free [Ca2+] is followed by
interactions with cytosolic Ca2+ buffers: PVA, troponin (located on the thin filaments), ATP, and with mitochondrial MCU complex. SERCA Ca2+ pump in the SR
membranes removes all Ca2+ released. Indications of the amount of Ca2+ involved in each flux are given in μM (or μmoles/liter fiber volume) and are derived
from Baylor and Hollingworth, (2007) and Baylor and Hollingworth (2012).
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consistent results in tibialis anterior fibers in situ (Rudolf et al.,
2004) and in isolated FDB fibers (Scorzeto et al., 2013). The
matrix-free Ca2+ concentration follows closely cytosolic-free
Ca2+ variations, even during a single twitch, although with a
somewhat different kinetics. A fast rise phase was followed by
a slow decrease, and this allowed the integration of the signals
coming from repeated stimulations/action potentials. Impor-
tantly, the time scale of the metabolic activation triggered by
calcium is much faster compared to the activation induced by
ADP and creatine which implies energy depletion. Thus,
calcium-activation could be interpreted as a feed-forward

regulation, while ADP activation appeared as a feed-back
control.

The link between calcium and permeability transition of the
IMM in adult skeletal muscle fibers found support in the
studies of a dystrophic mouse model where collagen VI syn-
thesis was prevented by genetic ablation of the Col6a1 gene.
The analysis of the pathogenic mechanisms pointed to a
calcium-mediated dysfunction of mitochondria and SR lead-
ing to the opening of the mitochondrial permeability transi-
tion pore and apoptosis (Irwin et al., 2003; Angelin et al.,
2008).

Table 2. Experimental results showing the impact of altered mitochondrial Ca2+ uptake on cytosolic Ca2+ concentration.

Reference Experimental
model and
protocol

Cytosolic
transient
amplitude

Cytosolic
transient
duration

Mitochondrial
transient
amplitude

Gillis, 1997 Mechanically skinned fibers
Rhutenium Red

nd delayed
relaxation
half time
+176%

nd

Caputo and Bolanos., 2008 FDB fibers
Electrical stimulation
FCCP 2 μM

decreased −46% no change nd

Weiss et al., 2010 FDB fibers
Electrical stimulation
FCCP 2.5 μM

decreased −55% prolonged
−37%
(rate
constant)

nd

Yi et al., 2011 FDB fibers
G93A SOD1 mutation
Voltage clamp

increased
+15.6%

no change decreased −14.9%

Andrade et al., 2005 Intact EO muscles
Electrical stimulation
CCCP 10 μM

increased +72% nd nd

Ainbinder et al., 2015 FDB fibers
Electrical stimulation
Mfn2 downregulation

increased
twitch +10%
Tetanus + 30%

no change decreased −30%

Eisner et al., 2014 FDB fibers
Electrical stimulation
Mfn1 KO and downreg

Increased decay
with repeated
stimulation

nd decreased uptake

Mammucari et al., 2015 FDB fibers–caffeine
MCU silencing

no change nd decreased −45%

FDB fibers–caffeine
MCU upregulation

decreased −10% nd increased +76%

Gherardi et al. 2019 FDB fibers–caffeine
MCU–constitutive KO

decreased −10% nd decreased to 0

Favaro et al., 2019 FDB fibers
Electrical stimulation
DRP1-KO
(MCU upregulation)

decreased −9% nd increased +14.2%

Debattisti et al., 2019 FDB fibers
Electrical stimulation
MICU1 KO

trend to decrease no change decreased −30%

Butera et al., 2021 FDB fibers–caffeine
PVA KO and MCU down
regulation

increased +36% nd decreased −28%

The percent variations are in some cases directly reported in the papers and in some cases recalculated from histograms or tables. nd, not determined.
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Recently, additional roles for mitochondrial calcium in skel-
etal muscle fibers were proposed. The manipulation of MCU
expression via plasmidic transfection revealed the regulation of
muscle fiber size as a new and unexpected function of calcium
uptake (Mammucari et al., 2015). Mitochondrial calcium uptake
via MCUwas positively correlated with the size of muscle fibers,
since an increase in fiber size followedMCU overexpression and
a decrease in size accompanied MCU silencing. Moreover, a role
of mitochondria in membrane repair has been described (Horn
et al., 2017). Mitochondria take up Ca2+ entering through the
membrane injury and activate ROS production, which stim-
ulates F-actin polymerization, via RhoA.

Mitochondria as potential modulators of cytosolic calcium in
skeletal muscle fibers: Experimental evidence
In the picture outlined in the above sections, a question remains
unanswered: can mitochondria control or regulate cytosolic
calcium in skeletal muscle fibers, just as they do in several cell
types, or are irrelevant as in cardiomyocytes? Can they modify
amplitude or kinetics of calcium transients and, therefore,
contractile responses? The evidence and the reasoning reported
in the previous section play against this possibility. In fast fibers,
likely due to the low storage capacity and the slow kinetics of the
calcium uptake, the fraction of the calcium released from SR
which can be taken up by mitochondria seems minimal. It is
definitely sufficient to activate metabolism but not to compete
with other calcium binding proteins as troponin C, PVA, and
SERCA. Thus, as mentioned above, the mitochondrial contri-
bution to the shaping of cytosolic transient has been dismissed
in the modelling of intrafiber calcium dynamics (Cannell and
Allen, 1984; Baylor and Hollingworth, 2007; and also in more
recent models, see Barclay and Launikonis, 2021). In contrast to
this view, however, in the last two decades some evidence
emerged suggesting that mitochondria can effectively modulate
cytosolic Ca2+ and performance in skeletal muscle fibers (see
Table 2). Gillis (1997) showed that inhibition of mitochondrial
calcium uptake with Ruthenium Red slowed the relaxation
process in mitochondria-rich slow skeletal muscles, while in
glycolytic fast muscles there was virtually no effect. The ex-
periments were carried out on mechanically skinned muscle
fibers and a calcium transient was not recorded. Attempts to
assess the contribution of mitochondria in shaping the cytosolic
Ca2+ transient were carried out by impairing the ability to take
up Ca2+ by depolarizing the IMM. Beside the expected surge of
cytosolic Ca2+ concentration, the exposure of isolated FDB fibers
to 2 μM FCCP (carbonyl cyanide-p- trifluoromethoxy-phenyl-
hydrazone) decreased the amplitude of the cytosolic transient
induced by a short voltage clamp with a slowing of the decay
phase (Weiss et al., 2010) or by a short tetanic stimulation,
without any delay of the relaxation phase (Caputo and Bolaños,
2008). Surprisingly, Andrade and coworkers (Andrade et al.,
2005 found that, in extraocular muscle, mitochondria depolar-
ization with CCCP (10 μM)was accompanied by an increment of
∼20% of the cytosolic transients induced by repetitive electrical
stimulation (50–300 Hz) and attributed this effect to the pecu-
liar abundance of mitochondria in extraocular muscle, ∼15% of
fiber volume.

Further evidence in favor of a mitochondrial modulation of
the cytosolic Ca2+ transients came from the analysis of intact
skeletal muscles fibers isolated from mice carrying A93G mu-
tation of SOD1, a model of hereditary amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (Yi et al., 2011). Those fibers displayed segmental
impairment of mitochondrial function and the amplitude of the
cytosolic Ca2+ transients induced by voltage clamp was ∼15%
greater in the segments with dysfunctional mitochondria than in
the healthy segments.

The mitochondrial protein Mitofusin 1 (Mfn1) and Mitofusin
2 (Mfn2) are key players inmitochondrial fusion aswell as in the
contacts with SR which are instrumental to effective mito-
chondrial Ca2+ uptake. Selective silencing indicates that Mfn1
has a more important role than Mfn2 in mitochondrial con-
nectivity and fusion (Eisner et al., 2014). While acute down-
regulation of Mfn1 did not alter cytosolic calcium transients,
long-term downregulation, which can be induced by chronic
ethanol consumption, caused an instability of the Ca2+ release-
uptake cycles, detectable as irregular amplitude of the cytosolic
transients during tetanic stimulation (Eisner et al., 2014). The
downregulation of Mfn2 via shRNA transfection (Ainbinder
et al., 2015) caused fragmentation and displacement of mito-
chondria. The number of mitochondria close to the CRU was
reduced by 60%. Compared to control fibers, the mitochondrial
Ca2+ transient during repeated electrical stimulation (0.5 s tetani
at 100 Hz) was reduced, while the cytosolic transient amplitude
was increased. It is worth noting that MCU expression was
unchanged but mitochondria were partially depolarized.

The identification of the gene coding for MCU (De Stefani
et al., 2011) allowed the direct manipulation of MCU expres-
sion by plasmid transfection in murine FDB muscles. MCU
silencing with shRNA was associated with a decrease of mi-
tochondrial matrix calcium concentration without changes of
cytosolic concentration at rest or during a caffeine-induced
calcium release. In contrast, MCU overexpression increased
the intramitochondrial calcium concentration, accompanied by a
modest reduction of the cytosolic calcium level following
caffeine-induced calcium release (Mammucari et al., 2015).

In FDB muscle fibers with constitutive MCU ablation, mito-
chondria were unable to take up Ca2+ during the cytosolic Ca2+

wave induced by caffeine administration. Surprisingly, the
amplitude of the cytosolic Ca2+ wave was somewhat lower in
MCU-KO than in WT fibers, suggesting a negative effect of
chronic MCU deletion on global calcium homeostasis (Gherardi
et al., 2019). Basal cytosolic Ca2+ levels were unaffected by MCU
gene deletion.

The relevance of MCU, and therefore of the mitochondrial
calcium uptake, to cytosolic calcium was confirmed by the
analysis of a mouse model of altered mitochondrial dynamics
(Favaro et al., 2019). Muscle-specific ablation of the pro-fission
dynamin related protein 1 (DRP1) by conditional KO-induced
muscle wasting and weakness. In DRP1-KO muscle fibers, mi-
tochondria were bigger and morphologically and functionally
abnormal. MCU protein expression was increased via miRNA1
downregulation, and this enhanced Ca2+ uptake by mitochon-
dria. Cytosolic transients induced by electrical stimulation or
caffeine administration were reduced in amplitude, while the
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mitochondrial transients were magnified. The free Ca2+ con-
centrations in the SR and the calsequestrin levels were un-
changed, in spite of some morphological alterations and a
decreased density of the CRUs.

A recent study (Butera et al., 2021) on FDB muscle fibers of
mice carrying a null mutation of Pvalb gene showed that the
absence of a major cytoplasmic buffer (PVA) was not accom-
panied by alterations of the amplitude of cytosolic Ca2+ transient
induced either by caffeine or electrical stimulation. However,
when MCU expression was silenced by plasmid shRNA trans-
fection, the amplitude of cytosolic Ca2+ transients was increased
in PVA KO but not in WT fibers, thus suggesting that mito-
chondrial Ca2+ uptake can compensate for PVA absence, to some
extent. This possibility is even more relevant, considering that
PVA in fast skeletal muscles is supposed to absorb up to several
hundreds of µmoles/Lfiber during a twitch or a train of stimuli, as
stated above (see Fig. 1).

The regulatory subunits MICU1 and MICU2 of the Ca2+ up-
take complex play an important role in gate-keeping and coop-
erative activation of MCU complex (Debattisti et al., 2019).
Consistently, the deletion of MICU1 gene in FDB muscle fibers
was followed by a lowering of the threshold for Ca2+ uptake and
a reduced cooperativity. Free Ca2+ concentration in the mito-
chondrial matrix showed a higher basal level. Electrical stimu-
lation, twitch and tetanus, induced mitochondrial transients of
reduced amplitude, likely due to the loss of cooperativity of the
MCU complex, while the cytosolic transients showed a tendency
to smaller amplitude (Debattisti et al., 2019).

Taken together, the evidence reported above are definitely in
favor of a contribution of mitochondrial Ca2+ uptake to the
modulation of cytosolic calcium transients, under specific cir-
cumstances. There are, however, some contradictory aspects
and some possible alternative explanations that deserve atten-
tion. In muscle fibers poisoned with FCCP, the reduction of
transient amplitude might be due to a Ca2+-dependent inacti-
vation of Ca2+ release from SR or to a complete disruption
of excitation–contraction coupling mechanisms (Caputo and
Bolaños, 2008) following the large release of Ca2+ induced by
mitochondrial depolarization (Vajda et al., 2009). However, the
increased amplitude of the cytosolic Ca2+ transient evoked by
voltage clamp with a parallel reduction of mitochondrial matrix
transient observed in SOD1-A93G muscle fibers with mito-
chondrial dysfunction (Yi et al., 2011) can be correctly in-
terpreted as a demonstration that mitochondria modulate
cytosolic Ca2+ transient by buffering about 20% of the amount
released by SR. The genetic (KO, downregulation, and over-
expression) or pharmacological (Ruthenium Red) manipulation
of MCU provides more refined approach compared to IMM de-
polarization. The prolongation of the relaxation phase observed
by Gillis following inhibition of MCU with Ruthenium Red
(Gillis, 1997) might be caused by the persistence of higher levels
of Ca2+ in the cytosol. Interestingly, this effect was observed in
slow but not in fast muscle fibers. Actually, downregulation of
MCU with shRNA transfection does not produce any effect
on cytosolic Ca2+ concentration in fast FDB muscle fibers
(Mammucari et al., 2015) in spite of a reduction of the Ca2+ levels
in the mitochondrial matrix. However, when combined with

PVA ablation, thus a condition resembling slow fibers, MCU
downregulation is accompanied by an increased amplitude of
the cytosolic Ca2+ transients (Butera et al., 2021). In fast fibers,
PVA can fulfil its task of main cytosolic buffer and dampen the
possible increase in cytosolic Ca2+ due to reducedmitochondrial
uptake (see also below the simulated changes in uptake rate).
When MCU expression is upregulated either via direct plasmid
transfection (Mammucari et al., 2015) or via a more complex
mechanism based on miRNA1 (Favaro et al., 2019), the mito-
chondrial transient is amplified, while the cytosolic transient is
somewhat reduced. This suggests that the number of MCU
channels available or their density on the IMM is a limiting
factor for the ability of mitochondria to buffer cytosolic calcium.

The variations of mitochondrial calcium can be also consid-
ered in the perspective of a bidirectional mitochondria-SR sig-
naling (Dirksen, 2009; Booth et al., 2021), i.e., the variations of
mitochondrial calcium could influence directly the SR function
and this, in turn, modulated the cytosolic transients. While
calcium is the player of the orthograde signaling from SR to
mitochondria, ROS can convey the retrograde signaling and act
on RyR (Sun et al., 2013), on IP3R (Booth et al., 2021), inducing
leakage and increased permeability, and on SERCA, depressing
calcium transport rate (Chernorudskiy and Zito, 2017). This can
lead to a multiplicative effect on the levels of cytosolic calcium in
specific conditions, e.g., RyR mutations causing increased leak-
age during a malignant hyperthermia crisis (Canato et al., 2019).
Besides ROS, among molecular signals sent by mitochondria to
SR, BCL-2 is known to display an inhibitory effect on RyR per-
meability (Pinton and Rizzuto, 2006; Ivanova et al., 2020). A
release of BCL-2 following an increase in mitochondrial calcium
might be speculatively considered as negative feed-back loop.
On the whole, we cannot exclude that the changes in mito-
chondrial uptake are linked to changes in cytosolic Ca2+ tran-
sients by variations in SR release/uptake induced by signals
originated in the mitochondria.

Mitochondria as potential modulators of cytosolic calcium in
skeletal muscle fibers: Quantitative constraints
Moving to the quantitative level, the evidence discussed above
and summarized in Table 2 suggest that mitochondria are able to
remove up to 20% of the calcium released by SR (Yi et al., 2011),
in murine fast fibers. If the Ca2+ released from SR is estimated
between 350 (single pulse) and 1,200 (voltage clamp) μmoles/
Lfiber (see above and Fig. 1), 70–240 μmoles/Lfiber are expected to
be taken up by the mitochondria during electrical stimulation.
Since mitochondria volume in fast murine fibers is ∼5% of the
fiber volume, the intramitochondrial concentration should rise
to 1.4–4.8 mM (or mmoles/Lmito), which is >1,000 times above
the free Ca2+ concentration actually measured in mitochondrial
matrix with various calcium probes (0.1 and 2 μM, see above).
This points to a very high buffer capacity of the mitochondrial
matrix, compatible with a high “total calcium/free calcium” ratio.

While several studies (see above; Somlyo and Somlyo, 1986;
Fryer and Stephenson, 1996; Lamboley et al., 2015) ruled out the
presence of a significant fraction of total calcium in the mito-
chondria of skeletal muscles, Madsen et al. (1996) and coworkers
measured a calcium concentration of 11–15 nmol/mg protein in
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mitochondria isolated from human muscle with atomic ab-
sorption spectrometry. Such concentration, assuming that 1 mg
corresponds to 2.63 μl (Schwerzmann et al., 1989; see also cap-
tion of Table 1), would lead to 4.2–5.7 mmoles/Lmito, i.e., about
2,000–10,000 times the free Ca2+ concentration in the matrix.
Although very high, such value is compatible with the deter-
minations in liver, brain, and heart (see Chalmers and Nicholls,
2003; Bazil et al., 2013) and requires a high buffering power. At
the best of our knowledge, the few attempts to simulate the
amount of calcium accumulated in the mitochondria during
contractile activity of fast skeletal muscle fibers have assumed a
much lower buffering power, ∼200:1 (Marcucci et al., 2018;
Rincón et al., 2021), similar to the value proposed by Wust et al.
(2017) for cardiomyocytes.

The recent paper by Lamboley et al. (2021) and coworkers has
provided the first direct measurement of bound-to-free calcium
ratio in mitochondria in FDB muscle fibers, the most used model
of intact adult skeletal muscle fibers ex vivo. The total amount of
calcium was measured by applying the lysis method, designed
by Fryer and Stephenson (1996). In the same set of fibers, the
determination of free Ca2+ concentration in the matrix using
Rhod-2 as probe and of mitochondrial volume by morphometry
applied to electron microscopy images, provided a measurement
of the amount of free Ca2+ present and the ratio total/free gave
an indication of the potential buffering power. The calculated
values range between 4,000 and 10,000, the latter value only in
genetically modified muscle fibers. Although these determi-
nations were performed in static conditions, in resting fibers,
they demonstrated that skeletal muscle mitochondria have a
high capacity to accumulate calcium, keeping low the free Ca2+

concentration in the matrix.
The mitochondrial ability to modulate cytosolic Ca2+ during a

release event from SR, which lasts seconds or fraction of sec-
onds, is not only matter of amount, but also of speed in taking
up, storing, and releasing calcium. The variations of mitochon-
drial free Ca2+ (d [Ca2+]mito/dt) detectable with appropriate Ca2+

sensors are dependent not only on the uptake rate (Jin), but also
on the extrusion rate (Jout) and on the buffering rate (Jb).

d[Ca2+]mito

dt
� Jin–Jout − Jb, (1)

where Jb = Σ(kon·[Ca2+]mito·[Btot − BCa] – koff. [BCa])I, with Btot the
total amount, BCa the amount bound to calcium, and kon and koff
are the rate constants of the buffer I present in the matrix.
Quantitative determinations based on mitochondrial cameleon
(Scorzeto et al., 2013) showed that during repetitive electrical
stimulation at 60 Hz, free Ca2+ concentration in the mitochon-
drial matrix climbs to 1–2 μM in∼1 s. Assuming a buffering up to
5,000 times, this means a rate of uptake of 5–10 mmoles/Lmito/s,
or 250–500 μmoles/Lfiber/s. A rate of 4.1 mmoles/Lfiber/s has
been calculated by Yi et al. (2011) without considering a simul-
taneous export via NCLX.

Asmentioned above, values between 12 and 37 μmoles/Lfiber/s
were determined by Sembrowich et al. (1985) in mitochondria
isolated from rat and rabbit muscles. Such values correspond
to 0.24 and 0.74 mmoles/Lmito/s. These values are rather low
compared to determinations in similar experimental conditions

on mitochondria isolated from liver or heart (see Table 1), which
yielded values between 3 and 11 mmoles/Lmito/s.

Patch clamp in mitoplasts might offered a way to directly
measure the uptake current. Mitoplasts, however, lack the outer
mitochondrial membrane where VDAC channels allow the entry
of Ca2+ into the intermembrane space, possibly in a regulated
manner (Sander et al., 2021). Mitochondrial calcium uptake rate
can be estimated from MCU current expressed in pA/pF, as-
suming an innermitochondrial membrane capacitance of 10mF/
m2 (Padmaraj et al., 2014) with a total surface of 1,500 m2/Lfiber
(Schwerzmann et al., 1989) to obtain, through the definition of
Coulomb and considering two electrical unitary charges per Ca2+

ion, a conversion factor of

Θfiber � 10
mF
m2

1, 500
m2

Lfiber
6.2 · 1015 e

mA · s
1

2 · 6.02 · 1023

mol
e

� 0.077
mmol
Lfibers

pF
pA

.

The MCU current of 58 pA/pF, a value higher than in any
other tissue analyzed, was measured by Fieni et al. (2012) in
mitoplasts from skeletal muscles, in the presence of 100 μMCa2+

andΨ = −160mV. The above algorithm yields a value of maximal
uptake rate of 4.3 mmoles/Lfiber/s.

As mentioned above, MCU complex has been since long time
characterized as a low affinity mechanism, the K0.5 ranging

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the spatial interactions between
ER/SR and mitochondria in adult muscle fibers compared to other cell
types. (A and B) Note that, in skeletal muscle fibers (A), in spite of the close
relation between mitochondria and SR/ER membranes, supported by the
presence of mitofusins (Mfn), the distance betweenMCU and RyR is relatively
large (>130 nm), due to the position of RyR on terminal cisternae in front of
DHPR on T-tubules. OMM, outer mitochondrial membrane. In contrast, in
other cell types (B) the distance between calcium release channels (IP3R) and
mitochondrial membrane is much shorter (10 nm).
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between 3 and 90 μM (see Table 1), thus well above any cytosolic
Ca2+ concentration. The determination on isolated mitochondria
places skeletal muscles at the lower end with half maximal rate
reached at 2–3 μM (Sembrowich et al., 1985). This condition,
however, would not guarantee to reach high uptake rates
without the presence of a microdomain with peculiar Ca2+

concentration. In muscle fibers, intermyofibrillar mitochondria
located close to the CRU can enjoy a relatively favorable condi-
tion for calcium uptake. Recent determinations of Ca2+ concen-
trations in the triadic space using a targeted variant of GCaMP6f
(Sanchez et al., 2021) suggest that 40 μM are reached during a
voltage clamp in FDB adult muscle fibers.

The estimated distance between RyR and MCU in inter-
myofibrillar mitochondria is worth of comments (see Fig. 2). In
skeletal muscle fibers, the distance is not <130 nm due to the
peculiar localization of RyR in the junctional space facing and
touching DHPR on the T-tubule membrane (Boncompagni et al.,
2009; Dirksen, 2009; see Fig. 2 A), while in most cell types the
distance between RyR-MCU or IP3R-MCU is much shorter (see
Fig. 2 B), in the order of few tens nm, and strictly controlled by
protein tethers, among them Mfn1 and Mfn2. In spite of the
greater distance, the concentration of free Ca2+ experienced by
the mitochondrial transport system can be predicted to be well
above the average cytosolic concentration. Multicompartmental
models help to calculate the concentrations, assuming a diffu-
sion rate of calcium equal to 3 × 10-6 cm2/s. According to the
multicompartmental (compartment number: n = 18) model
proposed by Baylor and Hollingworth (2007), at the sarcomere
length of 2.4 µm, the distances between the calcium release
compartment or CRU (the outermost) and the two isovolumetric

compartments disposed radially towards the center of the my-
ofibrils, are, respectively, 146 and 344 nm. At the distance of 146
nm, similar to the position of a mitochondrion, not considered in
the model, the peak free Ca2+ concentration is 75% of the concen-
tration at the release site and still four times higher than the cytosol
average. Similar calculations, based on the multicompartmental
model (n = 15) proposed by Holash andMacIntosh (2019) show that
moving from the release site to the adjacent compartments either
longitudinally or radially at an average distance of 230 nm the peak
free Ca2+ concentration decreases to 50% compared to the release
site and is still 50% higher than the cytosolic average. At variance
of the two multicompartmental models considered, the multi-
compartmental model (n = 15) designed by Marcucci et al. (2018)
explicitly takes into account the mitochondria and predicts values
of free Ca2+ concentration in the microdomain two times greater
than the average cytosolic values. The relevance of the mitochon-
dria localization close to the CRU finds an experimental support in
the studies by Eisner et al. (2014) and Ainbinder et al. (2015) on the
impact of downregulation of Mfn1 and Mfn2. Not only the mito-
chondrial calcium uptake is impaired but also the amplitude of the
cytosolic calcium transients is altered.

It is important to underline that, in skeletal muscles, the
response of MCU complex to cytosolic Ca2+ is enhanced by the
expression of a specific isoform of MICU1, called MICU1.1
(Vecellio Reane et al., 2016). The affinity for Ca2+ of MICU1.1 is
about 10 times greater than that of MICU1: 56 and 130 nM, re-
spectively, for the two EF sites, versus 21.4 and 15.8 μM (see
Wang et al., 2014). This allows the opening of the gate at lower
cytosolic Ca2+ concentration with a significant Ca2+ uptake even
below the threshold of 300–400 nM.

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the Ca2+ movements through the outer (OMM) and inner (IMM) mitochondrial membrane and of the binding
to mitochondrial matrix buffers. Three main types of calcium buffers are shown: Ca-P represents calcium phosphate complex and B1 and B2 summarize all
other possible binding molecules.
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The uptake rate, however, is only one of the determinants of
ability of mitochondria to accumulate and release Ca2+ in a time
scale relevant for physiological muscle contraction (see Eq. 1).
The kinetics of the mitochondrial Ca2+ storage system is not less
important. Two types of calcium sequestering systems have
been identified in cardiac mitochondria (Bazil et al., 2013; Wei
et al., 2012). The first class represents specific Ca2+ buffers,
while the second class is based on the formation of amorphous
calcium phosphate (see Fig. 3). If the Ca2+ binding kinetics of the
two or possibly more classes of mitochondrial Ca2+ binding
molecules are comparable to the inward and outward fluxes, then
they can act as buffers and their combined activity can account for
the powerful ability to accumulate substantial amounts of calcium
withminor variation of free Ca2+ concentration in thematrix. This
represents a precondition to contribute to the modulation of cy-
tosolic Ca2+ transients. The available model estimations adopt the
following parameters: Marcucci et al., 2018: kon = 0.8 μM−1 s−1, koff
0.19 s−1, kd = 0.24 μM; Rincón et al., 2021: kon = 0.6 μM−1 s−1, koff
0.156 s−1, kd = 0.26 μM. For comparison, the kd calculated in Bazil
et al. (2013) for cardiac mitochondria are 2 and 1.7 μM, respec-
tively, for the two classes of buffers, while the kinetic parameters
are assumed to be fast enough to rapidly reach the equilibrium, at
least in the time scale of their experimental data, i.e., in the order
of several minutes.

A model simulation (Fig. 4) of the mitochondrial free Ca2+

transients as determined with Ca2+ indicators allows some

speculations on the relative impact of the three main compo-
nents of Eq 1. The cytosolic and the mitochondrial transients
during a tetanic stimulation (2 s at 60 Hz) are simulated as-
suming a combination of different uptake rate (Jin; Eq 1) and
buffer-binding rate (Jb). The impact of two extreme uptake rates,
the low rate estimated by Sembrovich et al. (1985), and the high
rate similar to that reported by Yi et al. (2011) (4 mmol/Lfiber/s),
are analyzed in different buffering conditions, modulating buff-
ering power through its amount. Buffer parameters are based on
Bazil et al. (2013), with the association and dissociation rate con-
stants sufficiently high and the proposed kd values. As can be seen
in Fig. 4, the combination of low Jin and low Jb (blue line) and the
combination of high Jin and high Jb (black line) predict a similar
mitochondrial transient, but different cytosolic transient. The
impact on cytosolic transient, which will be accompanied by
proportional troponin C binding and contractile response, is then
partially blunted by compensatory buffering of PVA.

The experimental mitochondrial free Ca2+ transients show a
pronounced asymmetry with a decay phase much slower than
the rising phase both in cardiomyocytes (Lu et al., 2013; Wüst
et al., 2017) and skeletal muscle fibers (Rudolf et al., 2004;
Scorzeto et al., 2013). The decay phase has been characterized
with a rate constant of 0.2 s−1 (Scorzeto et al., 2013). The slow
decay can be due to a slow release from the buffer keeping free
Ca2+ high, but only if it is associated to a similar slow kinetics of
the NCLX. This brings to consider the third potential limiting

Figure 4. Model simulation of the relative impact of uptake rate and buffering rate (Eq. 1: Jin and Jb) on the mitochondrial Ca2+ transient and on the
cytosolic Ca2+ transient. (A–C) The transients in response to 2-s 60-Hz electrical stimulation are simulated with the model described byMarcucci et al. (2018).
The relevant parameters are shown in the table (C). Four cases are considered with different uptake rates and different buffer properties. The two buffers and
their kd derive from Bazil et al. (2013). The grey lines in A show the combination of an uptake rate of 17 μmoles/Lfiber/s (=350 μmoles/Lmito/s; Sembrovich et al.,
1985) with no buffer or high buffer (see Lamboley et al., 2021): in the former case the mitochondrial transient follows the cytosolic transient, in the latter case is
canceled by the fast buffering. The blue and the black lines show the combination of low Jin with low buffer or high Jin with high buffer power. The difference is
small in the mitochondrial transient but clearly visible on cytosolic transient, in spite a partial compensation by increased binding to parvalbumin. Troponin C,
not shown in the figure, also binds more Ca2+ in the blue case, thus contractile response is enhanced. Molar concentrations (μM) refer to Lfiber, except the buffer
amounts (μM*), which are expressed in Lmito.
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factor, i.e., the rate of extrusion from mitochondria via NCLX. A
much faster calcium extrusion would lead to low levels of free
Ca2+, even in the case that the total mitochondrial calcium re-
quired longer time to be fully extruded due to binding to matrix
or IMMmolecules, and this is not observed experimentally. This
is even more remarkable considering that, after the end of the
electrical stimulation, the cytosolic Ca2+ decreases abruptly (see
for example Canato et al., 2019), and therefore Ca2+ entry
through theMCU complex rapidly drops to basal levels, while the
Ca2+ extrusion should be kept high by the high intramitochon-
drial Ca2+. This supports the view that the calcium sequestration
system inside the mitochondria acts as a buffer. An extreme,
well-documented case is the slow extrusion of Ca2+ from mito-
chondria in motor nerve terminals, which can allow a prolonged
neurotransmitter release (Garćıa-Chacón et al., 2006). To sum-
marize, the values of all three terms in the right-hand side of Eq.
1 are important for the understanding of the role of the mito-
chondria in modulating the cytosolic Ca2+ during physiological
contractions. More experimental data is needed in this direction,
to clarify not only how much Ca2+ can be taken up and how fast,
but also how is stored and how the extrusion contributes.

Conclusion
In conclusion, a new perspective seems to emerge in the mul-
tifaceted relations between calcium andmitochondria of skeletal
muscle fibers. In addition to the regulation of Krebs cycle and
ATP generation (Denton et al., 1978), to the triggering of PTP
opening and cellular death (Fontaine et al., 1998), and to the
intracellular signaling for fiber size control (Mammucari et al.,
2015) or membrane repair (Horn et al., 2017), mitochondria
appear as potential players of the cytosolic calcium homeostasis
and, through this, also modulators of the contractile response. In
our opinion, however, it is still disputable whether this control is
relevant in physiological conditions, i.e., when fibers accomplish
their usual contractile tasks, or represents a reserve mechanism
to be utilized in specific conditions, for example, the lack of PVA
(Butera et al., 2021), or to be activated when the capacity
of calcium uptake is enhanced by overexpression of MCU
(Mammucari et al., 2015).
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